HALFIX – the 'Today' solution for the requirements of tomorrow:
THE VERSATILE POSITIONING SYSTEM

Discover the advantages!

- Maximum adaptability – universal application
- Durable and future-proof system
- Quick and easy handling
HALFIX-SYSTEM: THE ADAPTABLE ROOM FIXING SYSTEM
The innovative solution for efficient use of building space

HALFEN is one of the world’s first manufacturers to develop an adaptable fixing system for more efficient use of rooms. At a time when the population is steadily on the increase and while suitable building space for education and sport are limited, the optimum use of available space becomes more and more important. This is where solutions are required that are both versatile and future-proof. These solutions must allow quick and easy changes in the use of space, without modifying the integral substance of the building.

**SWITCH QUICKLY BETWEEN DIFFERENT APPLICATIONS.**

Using the HALFIX-System it is possible to switch quickly and easily between different applications without needing specialist tools. This is particularly beneficial where buildings, rooms or structures need to be adapted to new requirements quickly and economically; for example in schools, sports halls and fitness facilities. With HALFIX, sports equipment and other load-bearing elements are quickly attached and removed. This permits sports/gymnasium facilities to be quickly refitted for other purposes, for example for cultural events. It is also possible to quickly revert back to sports use. Using HALFIX significantly helps to ensure more efficient use of building space.

**BASED ON TRIED AND TESTED HALFEN-TECHNOLOGY**

The HALFIX solution consists of the HALFIX Channel and the wall-cover connection elements, either for floor/ceiling or wall installation, and the HALFIX fastening system. The HALFIX-System is based on the HALFIX Channel 53/34 using a specially developed inlet and a matching adapter bolt. One advantage of the system is that the inlets can remain in the channel when not in use, and therefore do not have to be removed and then repositioned for later use.

Above all the system convinces with one advantage: HALFIX is future-proof; it adapts to the changing requirements for rooms and buildings and allows their versatile use.

Planning requirements are also kept lower and therefore costs are also lower. Individual static verifications for future refits are also not required as the system is verified on initial installation.